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The surface roughening instability in a soft thin film, induced by interactions with a contactor is
investigated accounting for both tension and shear effects in the interaction potential. A key finding
of this study is that, in the presence of coupled tension–shear interactions, the instability mode will
depend on whether the contactor is brought towards the film~contact mode! or the contactor is
retracted from a fully sticking configuration~peeling mode!. In the contact mode, the wavelength of
the roughening is about three times the film thickness, in agreement with previous works, while in
the peeling mode it is about four times the film thickness. Although the analysis indicates a rich and
complex dependence on the parameters of the interaction, the wavelength of the instability is
essentially independent of the interactions for physically reasonable values of interaction
parameters. The results are in agreement with available experiments. The results of the present study
are useful in providing insights into the physics of friction and cavitation at soft interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Instabilities in thin films have been the focus of ma
recent investigations since they offer an attractive route
the creation of patterns at the micro/nanoscales. Both s
and liquid films are prone to instabilities due to the existen
of several competing energies of comparable magnitude.
example, epitaxially grown solid films are prone to disloc
tion patterns, surface morphological instabilities, compo
tional instabilities due to competition between the elas
strain energy and the surface energy.1–5 Pattern formation via
instabilities are also common in liquid films, for example
liquid film can undergo spinodal dewetting due to a com
tition between excess intermolecular interactions and the
face energy,6–8 or due to external fields.9 The main feature of
such instabilities is that the dominant wavelength of the p
terns that emerge are strongly dependent on the nature
magnitude of the interactions.

Recent experiments10–12have demonstrated that the su
faces of soft elastic~solid! films undergo a spontaneou
roughening when brought in proximity of a second conta
ing surface. A key feature of this instability, in contrast
those reported earlier in solid and liquid films,1–9 is that,
although conditions required to trigger the instability depe
on the interactions, the wavelength of the patterns t
emerge are independent of the nature of interactions. Ind
the wavelength depends nearly linearly on the thicknes
the film regardless of the surface properties and the mech
cal properties of the system. The theory of this instabi
was presented in Refs. 13 and 14 where it was argued
the surface roughening is due to a competition between
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tractive surface interactions~such as van der Waals and/o
electrostatic! that favor a rough film, and the elastic stra
energy in the film which inhibits surface roughening. It w
shown that the surface roughening occurs at a critical se
ration distance or force, but the dominant wavelength of
pattern that emerges is independent of the interactions
depends linearly on the film thickness.

Although the theory presented in Refs. 13 and 14
plains the origin of the instability, and the linear dependen
of the wavelength of the patterns to the thickness of
films, there are several aspects of the experiments in Refs
and 11 that require further attention. An important point to
noted is that experiments in Ref. 10 are ‘‘peeling’’ expe
ments, i.e., the contacting glass slide initially is in near p
fect adhesion with the film. The contacting glass slide is th
‘‘peeled’’ out, in a manner similar to propagating a cra
along the interface between the film and the contacting sl
On the other hand, experiments in Ref. 11 are ‘‘contact’’ ty
experiments where the contactor is initially separated fr
the film surface. Contact is established by bringing the c
tractor to the proximity of the film, in the process of whic
patterns are formed. Although the wavelength of the patte
formed in both the experiments scales linearly with fi
thickness, the wavelength is about four times the film thic
ness in Ref. 10, and about three times in Ref. 11. Th
seems to exist, therefore, a difference in the nature of in
bilities of the peeling experiment10 and the contact
experiment.11

The point of departure of the present article from t
analysis of Refs. 13 and 14 is in reference to the nature of
interaction potential. The analysis of Refs. 13 and 14 pos
lates an interaction potential between the contactor and
film surface that depends only on the normal gap thickn
~indicated bydz in Fig. 2!. While this assumption is physi
cally meaningful in the case of contact type experiments,

ail:
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following argument shows its limitations in peeling type e
periments. The contactor is initially considered in perfe
contact configuration with the film; it is now displaced pa
allel to the film surface~by an amountdx as shown in Fig. 2,
keepingdz50). By the assumption of Refs. 13 and 14 th
the interaction potential depends only on the normal d
placement of the film surface, it is evident that this proc
will not any cost energy. Again, consider the peeling type
experiment where the contactor is retracted from the fi
surface with which it is initially in perfect contact~see Fig.
1!. Clearly this type of experiment will include effects of th
tangential displacement~shear displacement! between the
curved contactor and the film surface. It is therefore evid
that the assumption regarding the dependence of the inte
tion energy on only the normal gap thickness is inadequat
describe peeling type experiments. It is therefore neces
to include coupled tension–shear effects in the interac
potential, especially to describe the peeling experiments

The importance of coupled tension–shear interaction
interfacial debonding processes has been previously il
trated by several workers. The influence of tension–sh
coupled interactions on nucleation of dislocations at cr
tips was studied in Ref. 15. Interfacial debonding16 has been
studied using cohesive interactions with coupled tensio
shear, and later extended to the study of brittle fracture
solids.17 These works have used the universal binding ene
type relations18 to describe the interfacial cohesion modifie
to account for shear displacements. Several workers h
investigated the effect of cohesive interactions on adhe
~see, for example, Ref. 19 and references therein!.

The aim of the present article is to develop a theory
surface instability induced by interactions accounting
both tension and shear effects. The article has two main
tions: Section II, which presents the formulation, and Sec
which contains the results of the analysis followed by a c
cluding section. The results presented here are likely to
useful in understanding a wide class of phenomena involv
soft interfaces such as the peeling of adhesives,20 wafer deb-
onding, etc.21

II. FORMULATION

We consider a thin solid film of thicknessh made of an
incompressible linearly elastic material with shear modu
m, perfectly bonded to a substrate. The free surface of

FIG. 1. Schematic of a peeling experiment. The thick arrow shows
direction of applied forces. Such an experiment will require the consid
ation of the couple tension–shear interactions between the film surface
the contactor.
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film is in proximity to a contactor as shown in Fig. 2. Bo
the contactor and the substrate are treated as rigid. The p
in the film are described by a coordinate system as show
Fig. 2 with z50 being the free surface of the undisturb
film.

Under the action of the interactions with the contact
the film undergoes elastic deformations described by
placement fieldsu(x,z) andw(x,z) in thex andz directions,
respectively. The present study, therefore, restricts atten
to plane strain deformations of the film. For any given e
perimental conditions~such as the value of the nominal ga
thicknessdz and shearing displacementdx as shown in Fig.
2!, the equilibrium displacement field extremizes the pote
tial energy of the system

P5E
V
W~e!dV2E

S
U~ udx2usu,dy2ws!dS, ~1!

whereus andws are values of the surface displacements, i
us(x)5u(x,0) and ws(x)5w(x,0). Elastic strain energy
density is denoted byW(e) and is related to strain tensore
and the shear modulusm in a well known way22 and
U(us ,ws) is the potential of interaction between the fre
surface of the film and that of the contactor. The key phys
included in the present work, in contrast to Refs. 13 and
is that the interaction potential is allowed to dependon the
tangential surface displacement us , in addition to the normal
surface displacementws ~which was the only dependenc
considered in Refs. 13 and 14!. The interaction potential de
pends parametrically ondx anddz . It is assumed to obey the
symmetry condition

U~2~dx2us!,dy2ws!5U~dx2us ,dy2ws! ~2!

and hence denoted asU(udx2usu,dy2ws).

A. The homogeneous state

For a given value of the nominal gap distancedz and
shear displacementdx of the contactor, there exists a sta
such that the stresses are equal everywhere in the film,
the film is flat and ‘‘unpatterned.’’ The displacementsu is
such that the shear strain is constant in the film andw van-
ishes everywhere in the film. This owes to the fact the film
incompressible. In such a case, the stresses are describ
a homogeneous pressure field given by

e
r-
nd
FIG. 2. A soft film interacting with a contactor. Material points in the fil
displace byu in the x direction andw in the z direction. Adapted from
Ref. 14.
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ph~x,z!5Fz , ~3!

where

Fz5
]U

]ws
U

ws50

~4!

and a shear stress field

sxz
h 5

m

h
us5

]U

]us
U

ws50

5Fx . ~5!

The last equation is an implicit equation for surface sh
displacementus of the film. Evidently, the values ofFx and
Fz depend on the nominal gap thicknessdz and the shear
displacementdx of the contactor, along with other param
eters that determine the interaction potential. The homo
neous displacement field is given by

uh~x,z!5us
hS 11

z

hD , wh~x,z!50, ~6!

whereus
h , as mentioned above, is the solution of Eq.~5!.

B. Stability analysis

The stability of the homogeneous state is investigated
perturbing the homogeneous state@with displacements given
in Eq. ~6!# by displacement fieldsus

p andws
p . The interaction

potential is expanded in a series inus
p and ws

p about the
homogeneous state

U~us
h1us

p ,ws
h1ws

p!5U~us
h ,ws

h!1Fxus
p1Fzws

p

1 1
2@Ys~us

p!212Ystus
pws

p

1Yt~ws
p!2#1O~us

3,ws
3!, ~7!

where

Ys5
]2U

]us
2U

us5u
s
h ,ws5w

s
h

,

Yst5
]2U

]us]ws
U

us5u
s
h ,ws5w

s
h
, ~8!

Yt5
]2U

]ws
2U

us5u
s
h ,ws5w

s
h

,

all of which depend on the nominal gap thicknessdz , the
shear displacementdx , and the parameters determining t
interaction potentialU. It is noted that the quantitiesYs , Yst,
andYt can be interpreted as the components of an interac
stiffness tensor

Y5S Ys Yst

Yst Yt
D , ~9!

which generalizes the scalar interaction stiffness define
Refs. 13 and 14. These quantities have dimensions of f
per unit volume, and characterize how the interaction fo
changes with the displacementsus andws . The specific de-
pendence ofY on dz anddx depends on the exact from of th
r
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y

n
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e

interaction potential. In general asdz increases~for example,
with dx50), it is expected that all the elements ofY fall as
some power ofdz . Similarly, for a fixeddz , Y may be ex-
pected to fall withdx .

Relative magnitudes ofYt and Ys can be obtained by
considering, for example, the cohesive potential given
Ref. 17. This cohesive potential is such that, fordx50, asdz

is increased, the normal stressFz reaches a maximum whe
dz5D t . Similarly, on increasingdx with dz50, the shear
stressFx attains a maximum atdx5Ds . ConsideringDs

'10D t , i.e., assuming that the forces fall much faster w
the normal separation, it is obtained that 0.1Yt<Ys<0.5Yt .
A plot of Ys /Yt is shown in Fig. 3.

To obtain conditions for the existence of instability field
(us

p ,ws
p), Eq. ~7! is substituted into Eq.~1! following which

the functional Eq.~1! is minimized. This exercise results in

sxzs
p 5Ysus

p1Ystws
p ,

~10!
szzs

p 5Ystus
p1Ytws

p ,

wheresxzs
p 5sxz

p (x,0) andszzs
p 5szz

p (x,0) are stresses due t
the perturbation fields (up,wp) along the surface of the film

Further, it is assumed that the instability fields have
form

us
p~x!5aeikx, ws

p~x!5beikx ~11!

to mimic wave-like perturbations of the surface, wherek is
the wave number of the instability field anda and b are
complex numbers yet to be determined. The functionus

p de-
scribes the shear displacement perturbation of the surf
while ws

p describes the normal displacement perturbati
The conditions for existence of nontrivial instability field
can now be obtained by insisting that the complex numb
a andb not vanish simultaneously. This is accomplished
use of the condition Eq.~10!. The terms on the left side o
Eq. ~10! are the stresses along the surface of the film co
sponding to surface displacements in Eq.~11!. It can be
shown that~by modification to the formulas given in th
Appendix of Ref. 23 where the condition of prescribed sh
displacement is used instead of a vanishing shear stress! for
the given surface displacements in Eq.~11!, the stress com-
ponents along the surface are given by

sxzs
p 5

m

h
@Sxz

x ~hk!a2 iSxz
z ~hk!b#eikx,

FIG. 3. Ratio of Ys and Yt as a function ofdx and dz . The cohesive
potential given in Ref. 17 is used to generate this plot.
~12!
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x ~hk!a1Szz
z ~hk!b#eikx,

where

Sxz
x ~q!5

2q@sinh~2q!22q#

cosh~2q!22q221
, ~13!

Sxz
z ~q!5Szz

x ~q!5
4q3

cosh~2q!22q221
, ~14!

Szz
z ~q!5

2q@sinh~2q!12q#

cosh~2q!22q221
. ~15!

Again, Sxz
x (q), Sxz

z (q), andSzz
z (q) may be interpreted as th

components of a positive definite Hermitian tensorS

S~q!5S Sxz
x ~q! 2 iSxz

z ~q!

iSxz
z ~q! Szz

z ~q!
D . ~16!

The condition for the existence of nontrivial instabili
fields can be obtained by substitution of Eq.~12! into Eq.
~10!, resulting in

S Sxz
x ~q!2Ys 2 iSxz

z ~q!2Yst

iSxz
z ~q!2Yst Szz

z ~q!2Yt
D S a

b D5S 0
0D , ~17!

where

Ys5
hYs

m
, Yst5

hYst

m
, Yt5

hYt

m
~18!

and

q5hk, ~19!

are nondimensional values of interaction stiffness com
nents and the wave number, respectively. The condition
the existence of nontrivial instability fields is obtained as

detS S2
h

m
YD5@Sxz

x ~q!2Ys#@Szz
z ~q!2Yt#

2$@Sxz
z ~q!#21Yst

2%50. ~20!

The condition Eq.~20! may be understood as follows
The additional energy in the system due to the instabi
fields Eq.~11! per unit length of the film~in the x direction!
can be shown to be equal to

DP5
1

2
~a* b* !S m

h
S~q!2YD S a

b D , ~21!

where ~ !* denotes the complex conjugate. For a givenY,
there will be no instability if

S m

h
S~q!2YD

is positive definite. It is therefore necessary to obtain
condition when the tensor

S m

h
S~q!2YD
-
r

y

e

loses its positive definite character, i.e., at least one of
eigenvalues vanishes, a condition that is equivalent to
~20! ~since the determinant is the product of the eigenval
of the tensor!. Evidently, if the tensorY is negative definite,
instability is not possible; expressed mathematically, ther
no possibility of instability ifYs1Yt,0 andYsYt.Yst

2.
The condition Eq.~20! can be further simplified as

e~q!Yt1 f ~q!Ys1~YsYt2Yst
2 !g~q!1p~q!50, ~22!

where

e~q!522q@sinh~2q!22q#, ~23!

f ~q!522q@sinh~2q!12q#, ~24!

g~q!5cosh~2q!22q221, ~25!

p~q!54q2@112q21cosh~2q!#. ~26!

If the interaction potential does not depend onus , thenYs

5Yst50 and Eq.~22! reduces to

2q@112q21cosh~2q!#

sinh~2q!22q
5Yt , ~27!

which is precisely the result of Refs. 13 and 14. This type
interaction will be referred to as a ‘‘pure tension interaction
A second case of interest, which will be used in Sec. III
called the ‘‘pure shear interaction,’’ is when the interacti
potential depends only onus ~and not onws , henceYt

5Yst50). In this case Eq.~22! reduces to

2q@112q21cosh~2q!#

sinh~2q!12q
5Ys . ~28!

Relations~28! and ~27! are pictorially depicted in Fig. 4.
For the case of pure tension interaction, the critical va

of Yt and the corresponding wave number of the critic
mode are given by

Yt
c56.22, qt

c52.12 ~29!

and those for the pure shear case are given by

Ys
c51, qs

c50. ~30!

The valueYt
c is the smallest possible value of the interacti

stiffness that will trigger an instability in the system. A sim
lar meaning is associated withYs

c for the case of shear. Thes

FIG. 4. Possible instability modes for pure tension and pure sh
interactions.
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relations will be used in the discussion of the general ca
which is considered in Sec. III. The condition Eq.~29! may
be understood in the following manner. Instability sets
whenYt exceeds a critical value, i.e., when a critical distan
dz

c is attained. Also, the dimensionless wavelength of
pattern that emerges given bylc52p/qt

c is independent of
the magnitude of the interactions.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Attention is now focused on the discussion of the ge
eral case whereYt , Ys , andYst are all nonzero. An impor-
tant point evident from Eq.~22! is that instabilities are no
affected by the sign ofYst, consequently, only positive val
ues ofYst need to be considered. To obtain the dependenc
the instability modes~described by the wave numberq!, the
following strategy is adopted. A parameterh ~which can take
on any real value! is introduced such that

Ys5hYt . ~31!

The parameterh, which is akin to a ‘‘friction coefficient,’’ is
a measure of the relative strengths ofYt andYs , the tensile
-
st
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interaction stiffness and the shear interaction stiffness
small value ofh implies that the tensile part of the intera
tion is dominant, and a large value~in magnitude! of h im-
plies that the interaction is dominated by the shear. A rela
quantity that allows for a graphical interpretation ofh is
defined as

u5tan21 h5tan21S Ys

Yt
D , ~32!

which may be interpreted as the angle made by the line jo
ing the point (Yt ,Ys) to the origin in theYt2Ys parameter
space. Although the results are presented for all values oYt

andYs , the values relevant to experiments fall in a narro
range of 0.1Yt<Ys<0.5Yt as discussed in the previous se
tion using the cohesive potentials given in Ref. 17.

On substitution of Eq.~31!, Eq. ~22! reduces to

hg~q!Yt
21@e~q!1h f ~q!#Yt1@p~q!2Yst

2g~q!#50.
~33!

This equation, a quadratic inYt , is solved to obtain two
roots:
Yt
~1!5

2@e~q!1h f ~q!#1A@e~q!1h f ~q!#224hg~q!@p~q!2Yst
2g~q!#

2hg~q!
~34!

and

Yt
~2!5

2@e~q!1h f ~q!#2A@e~q!1h f ~q!#224hg~q!@p~q!2Yst
2g~q!#

2hg~q!
. ~35!
he
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For a given value ofh and Yst, the possibility of real
values ofq satisfying Eqs.~34! and~35! is investigated sepa
rately asYt

(1) andYt
(2) are, respectively, varied. The smalle

value of Yt
(1) (Yt

(2)) for which there exist real values ofq
satisfying Eqs.~34! and~35! is taken to be the critical tensil
interaction stiffnessYt

1c(Yt
2c) and the corresponding critica

shear interaction stiffness isYs
1c(Ys

2c) is obtained by multi-
plying Yt

1c(Yt
2c) with h. The value of theq that satisfies Eqs

~34! and ~35! for Yt
1c(Yt

2c) is called the critical mode
q1c(q2c).

A. Results

The two cases implied by Eqs.~34! and ~35! are dis-
cussed separately so as to clearly understand the nature o
instability in the two cases. The physical meaning of the t
roots will be discussed in detail after the description of
solution. It suffices to mention here that the first root Eq.~34!
is relevant to the contact experiments, while the second
Eq. ~35! is useful in the understanding of peeling expe
ments.

The two roots represent two ‘‘surfaces’’ of instabilit
solutions. For given values ofYt and Ys , if there are real
values ofq which satisfy either of Eqs.~34! or ~35!, then this
state is unstable. Results are presented in such a way tha
values ofq are plotted as a function ofYt andYs @see Eqs.
the
o
e

ot

the

~34! and~35!#. The two roots represent distinct surfaces. T
calculations indicate that there are two distinct surfa
~given by the two roots! only in the first quadrant of theYt

2Ys space. In the second and fourth quadrants, soluti
obtained from the two roots are a continuation of the surf
obtained from the first root in the first quadrant. Due to th
reason, the results in the second and fourth quadrant are
cussed along with the results of Eq.~34! in the first quadrant.

1. First root

The results of the procedure to determine possible in
bility modes outlined in the preceding paragraphs applied
Eq. ~34! are graphically depicted in Fig. 5. Instability mode
are shown for various values ofYst.

The main features are as follows:
~i! For small values ofYst, there are instabilities pos

sible when the values ofu @as defined in Eq.~32!# are in the
range2p/2<u<p. The number of instability modes for th
unstable values ofYs andYt are: one inp/2<u<p; one, two
or three in the first quadrant 0<u<p/2 of theYt2Ys plane;
and one or two in the fourth quadrant2p/2<u<0. There are
no instabilities possible in the third quadrant for small valu
of Yst.

~ii ! For larger values ofYst instabilities are possible
even in the third quadrant of theYt2Ys plane. The smalles
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value ofYst for which this becomes possible isYst
m55.82; for

this value ofYst, the critical tension interaction stiffness
Yt

1c50 and the critical shear interaction stiffness isYs
1c50.

~iii ! For values ofYst.Yst
m there are values ofh that lie

betweenha andhb , i.e., ha<h<hb ~cf. Fig. 6! for which
there are values ofq such that the discriminant of Eq.~34! is
negative. For these values ofh, and for the values ofq for
which the discriminant is negative, there are no values oYt

for which these values ofq are the instability modes. Th
complete set of values ofh andq that do not have instabili-
ties depends onYst. A plot of such values is given in Fig. 7
for several values ofYst.Yst

m .
Figure 8 shows a plot of the critical tensile interacti

stiffness as a function ofh, for various values ofYst. It is

FIG. 5. Instability modes as a function of the interaction stiffnesses for
first root Eq.~34!. The surfaces depict the dependence of the wave num
of instability mode~s! on the values ofYt andYs , for different values ofYst .

FIG. 6. Range ofh as a function ofYst for which the discriminant of Eq.
~34! is negative for some values ofq. Whenh lies betweenha andhb , there
are values ofq for which the discriminant of Eq.~34! is negative. These
values ofq are not instability modes for any value ofYt

1.
seen that for values ofYst less thanYst
m , Yt

1c falls with in-
creasingh. However, the trend is reversed at higher values
Yst. Figure 9 shows a similar plot of the critical shear inte
action stiffness as a function ofh. The trend as a function o
h is opposite to that ofYt

1c . The stability line in theYt

2Ys parameter space is shown in Fig. 10; regions to the
of the lines are regions where the homogeneous solutio
stable, while those to the right of the lines are regions wh
instabilities are possible. It is noted that the boundary se
rating the stable and unstable regions in theYs2Yt space has
‘‘kinks’’ in the first quadrant, especially for values ofYst

smaller thanYst
m . The dependence of the critical modeq1c on

h is shown in Fig. 11. For small values ofYst, the wave
number of the critical mode falls monotonically as a functi
of h. Indeed, for smallYst ~for example,Yst50,2), the criti-
cal mode changes discontinuously from a finite value to z
at a particular value ofh. Figure 12 shows a plot of the
values ofh at which the jump occurs~calledhJ) as a func-
tion of Yst. The value of jump in the critical wave numbe
qJ

1c is also plotted in the same graph. The value ofhJ in-
creases withYst and the value of the jump in the critica
wave number decreases; at values ofYst greater than about 4
the discontinuity in the wave number as a function ofh
vanishes~Fig. 11!. For values ofYst larger thanYst

m , q1c is an
increasing function ofh, i.e., the trend is reversed.

As discussed in the previous section, the condition
the onset of instability is the loss of positive definiteness

FIG. 8. Critical tensile interaction stiffnessYt
1c as a function ofh.

e
er

FIG. 7. Points inside the closed curves are the values ofh andq for which
q is not an instability mode for any value ofYt

(1) .
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the tensor, (m/h)S2Y @Eq. ~21!, and surrounding argu
ments#. For small values ofYst, the relative magnitudes o
Yt and Ys govern the nature of the instability. WhenYs

!Yt , i.e., for very small values ofh, the instability is gov-
erned byYt , and the critical tensile interaction stiffness
close to that given in Eq.~27!. Also, for large values ofh, the
instability is governed entirely by the shear interaction st
ness. WhenYst&4, the transition from the tension dominate
response to the shear dominated response occurs drast
The signature of this phenomenon is the discontinu
change ofq1c from a finite value~tension dominated! to zero
~shear dominated!. This is also the reason for the ‘‘kinks’’ in
the stability boundary in theYt2Ys parameter space. This i
further confirmed in a plot of the ratio of (uau/ubu)1c shown
in Fig. 13, i.e., the ratio of the magnitudes of the shear d
placement of the surface to the normal displacement of
surface. It is evident that for values ofYst&4, there is a
drastic increase in (uau/ubu)1c at h5hJ , indicating a transi-
tion from tension dominated to shear dominated behav
WhenYst,Yst

m , it is seen thatq1c increases ash tends2`
~or u approaches2p/2!, and approaches a limiting value o
about 2.5. In this regime,Ys,0, i.e., shear therefore contrib
utes to increase the additional energy Eq.~21! in the system.
This increase in energy due to shear can be offset by ch
ing a small value of (uau/ubu)1c ~i.e., normal displacemen

FIG. 9. Critical shear interaction stiffnessYs
1c as a function ofh.

FIG. 10. Stability lines inYt2Ys parameter space for different values
Yst . The homogeneous solution is stable in the region to the left of the li
and unstable to the right.
-
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dominated instability! such that the reduction in energy E
~21! from normal displacements is large enough.

For values ofYst.Yst
m , the arguments used above cann

be applied directly since the off diagonal term in the tensoY
affects the results in a strong manner. The main point to
noted is that ash increases~i.e., Ys , though negative, in-
creases in magnitude! and Yt decreases in magnitude~al-
though it increases, numerically!. Both of these contribute to
the increase in additional energy Eq.~21! ~i.e., they make
positive contributions!. Consequently, with the increase ofh,
i.e., the interaction term is dominated by the shear interac
stiffness~in magnitude!, and the deformation mode is norm
displacement dominated. This is evident in Fig. 11, wh
the critical wave number increases with increase ofh. In
addition, the ratio (uau/ubu)1c decreases with increasingh,
indicating that the deformation mode is dominated by
normal displacementb ~evident from curves forYsc56, 8,
10, in Fig. 13!.

2. Second root

A result uncovered in this analysis is the presence o
second root. As discussed above, this root occupies a dis
surface only in the first quadrant. Instability modes arisi
from the second root Eq.~35! are shown in Fig. 14 for vari-
ous values ofYst. It is evident that there are two instabilit
modes for unstable values ofYt and Ys except along the
stability boundary where they are identical.

s,

FIG. 11. Critical wavenumberq1c as a function ofh.

FIG. 12. Dependence ofhJ andqJ
1c on Yst .
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The dependence of the critical tensile interaction st
nessYt

2c on h is shown in Fig. 15 whereYt
2c decreases with

increasingh for all values ofYst and attains a limiting value
of 6.52 independent of the value ofYst ash→`. The shear
interaction stiffness increases with increasingh as shown in
Fig. 16. For small values ofh, Ys

2c is independent ofYst and
has a value of about 4.03~Fig. 17!. Figure 18 shows the
dependence of the critical wave numberq2c on h; a surpris-
ing aspect is thatq2c increases with increase inh ~which
may be contrasted with the behavior ofq1c). A further inter-
esting aspect is shown in Fig. 19 where the ratio of the re
tive magnitudes of shear and normal displacements is p
ted. It is seen that for small values ofh, the deformation in
the film is shear displacement dominated, while at large v
ues ofh, the deformation is normal displacement dominat

FIG. 13. Dependence of the ratio of relative magnitudes of shear and no
displacements (uau/ubu)1c on h, for various values ofYst @a and b are as
defined in Eq.~11!#.

FIG. 14. Instability modes as a function of the interaction stiffnesses for
second root Eq.~35!. The surfaces depict the dependence of the wave n
ber of instability mode~s! on the values ofYt andYs , for different values
of Yst .
-

-
t-

l-
.

The underlying physics of these results can be und
stood by noting the crucial difference between the conditio
for the onset of instability in the case of the second root
compared to the first root. For small values ofYst and small
positive values ofh, the instability in the case of the first roo
is controlled by the tensile interaction stiffnessYt

1c , the criti-
cal value of which is about 6.22 as given in Eq.~27!. On the
other hand, the critical value ofYt

2c for these values ofh is
very large. Thus, further energy reduction in Eq.~21! can be
achieved by making the shear component of the deforma
large compared to the normal component. This explains
large value of (uau/ubu)2c for small values ofh. The same
argument also explains the fall of the critical wave numb
on reduction ofh. Indeed, if the deformation is to be she
displacement dominated, then the elastic energy cost ca
reduced@making Eq.~21! more negative# if the wave number
of the instability is made smaller since for a given amplitu
of shear displacement, energy is lower for smaller wa
numbers. Of course, smaller wave numbers mean hig
elastic energy cost when viewed in terms of normal displa
ments. Thus, the critical wave number is larger than zero,
smaller than 2.12, which is the case in Eq.~27!. The effect of
Yst can be understood as follows; for large values ofYst,
there is a corresponding increase inYt

2c andYs
2c so that the

tensorY remains positive definite. Another important point
that there is very little effect ofYst on the critical wave
number, especially for values ofYst larger than zero. This
may be understood from the fact that since the critical val

al

e
-

FIG. 15. Critical tensile interaction stiffnessYt
2c as a function ofh.

FIG. 16. Critical shear interaction stiffnessYs
2c as a function ofh.
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of Yt
2c andYs

2c are numerically much larger thanYst ~except
in the region whereh'1.0!, Yst does not contribute signifi
cantly in Eq.~21!.

The results presented here may be used in the follow
manner to arrive at the wavelengths of the instability un
different conditions. For any given configuration the valu
of Yt , Ys , andYst are calculated from Eqs.~8! and ~18!. If
the value ofYs,4, then there is no possibility of the secon
root, and in such cases the instability is dominated by
first root for all values ofYst, and the results for the critica
wave number can be obtained from Fig. 11. On the ot
hand if conditions are such thatYs.4 andYt.6.5, then the
relevant root for all values ofYst is the second root; the
wavelength of the resulting pattern can be obtained from F
18.

B. Discussion

The results presented in the previous section uncover
rich and complex nature of the elastic instability in soft film
with interactions that depend both on normal and shear
placements. Two points, in the main, require discuss
They are the significance of the two roots, and the dep
dence of the critical wave number on the interacti
stiffness.

FIG. 17. Stability lines inYt2Ys parameter space for different values ofYst

for the second root Eq.~35!. The homogeneous solution is stable in t
region to the left of the lines, and unstable to the right.

FIG. 18. Critical wave numberq2c as a function ofh.
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The results related to the first root indicate that the
stability modes corresponding to this root occur whenYt is
small in magnitude. This is indeed the case in a contact
periment where a flat contactor is bought in proximity of
soft film surface starting from an initially large separatio
The shear interaction stiffness is much smaller compare
Ys!Yt ~alsoYst!Yt). Therefore, wavelength of the instabi
ity in the contact experiment is essentially described by
~27!. The wavelength of the instability is therefore indepe
dent of the magnitude and decay behavior of the interact
Thus the theory presented in Refs. 13 and 14 applies w
to the experiments of Ref. 11 which are contact ty
experiments.

In a ‘‘peeling’’ experiment ~see Fig. 1!, on the other
hand, where a contactor initially in complete contact with t
film is peeled, a curved flexible contactor related to ope
‘‘crack’’ along the contact region, thus engendering she
effects. The values of bothYt and Ys are thus comparably
large in the initial stages of the peeling. Therefore, it is t
instability indicated by the second root that will be triggere
Generally 0<Ys&Yt in this regime~see Fig. 3!, and thus the
critical wave number of the instabilityq2c lies between 1.5
and 2, i. e., the wavelength of the instability will be betwe
3h and 4h. Another interesting point is that in this range, th
critical wave number does not depend onYst, and therefore
the wavelength is essentially independent of the interactio
Indeed, in the peeling type experiments of Ref. 10, the wa
length of the instability is found to be nearly equal to fo
times the film thickness.

It must be noted that the unperturbed state in the p
type experiments corresponds to a spatially inhomogene
state, while the unperturbed state in the present analysis
homogeneous plane strain state. Also, the contactor in
peel type experiments is flexible unlike the rigid contac
modeled here. Despite this, the analysis captures the es
tial physics for the following reason. The inhomogeneity
in the direction of the peel, i.e., in the direction of the cra
propagation~cf. Fig. 1!. Stresses do not vary along the dire
tion of the meniscus~which is perpendicular to the plan
direction of the crack propagation! in the unperturbed state
The direction of the meniscus is the direction of thex axis in

FIG. 19. Dependence of the ratio of relative magnitudes of shear and no
displacements (uau/ubu)2c on h, for various values ofYst @a and b are as
defined in Eq.~11!#.
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Fig. 2. The inhomogeneous state of stress along the direc
of crack propagation serves to relieve the constraint~which
is present in the contact type experiments! that brings into
play the shear stresses at the meniscus. The present m
therefore, treats the effect of the spatial inhomogeneity in
approximate fashion by allowing for the effects of shear. T
flexibility of the contactor is not captured by the prese
model and will be taken up for study in the future.

In summary, this article accounts for physics in t
analysis of the adhesive instability by considering t
coupled tension–shear effects in the interactions between
film and the contactor. The main finding of this article is th
the wavelength of the instability is only slightly modified du
to the presence of shear–tension coupling, and is in ag
ment with the trends seen in experiments. Important dif
ences between contact type and peeling type experiment
uncovered.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article develops on the analysis presented in R
13 and 14 and extends the same to include coupled–s
tension interactions. The results presented here describ
nature of the instability over a wide range of interaction st
nesses leading to a rather complex behavior of the crit
wavelength as a function of the interaction. However, in
range of parameters actually attainable in experiments,
seen that the essential features of the theory presente
Refs. 13 and 14 is preserved, in that the instability wa
length is essentially independent of the interaction and sc
linearly with the film thickness. The key result of the prese
article is the demonstration of the existence of two differ
on

del,
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types of instabilities: one in contact type experiments and
other in peel type experiments. Also, the present anal
indicates that the wavelength of the instability in peel ty
experiments is expected to be larger than those in con
type experiments, as is also borne out in the experime
cited.
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